
Fraudulent accounting,
disappearance of money from
program and scholarship funds

for political purposes and
"administrative bonuses"High-performing high-integrity

professors slow down the diploma mill,
ask complex questions, and jeopardize

thievery; these scholastic stars can be used
to attract students and faculty but must

thereafter be eliminated or marginalized.
Sadly, the people who actually developed

the program might be eliminated after
accreditation of the program.

Jobs/awards/payoffs are offered to disgruntled
alumni/faculty to keep them silent and aligned with

upper administration; teachers want to maintain
esteem/payments/pension for their positions

Institutional incest between admin
and (programatic) accreditors keeps

corruption "one step ahead of the
game" for audits and investigations

Betrayed students see what is happening but are intimidated by
administrators who will terminate/penalize any student for

"unprofessional behavior"; students are blocked from receiving hard
data that would empower them; students don't want to lose

money/time/relationships transferring to different school, so they
ignore problems; some students will have to be eliminated for

relatively minor offenses so that admin maintains appearance of high
standards. Low-performing students (and professors) benefit from
chaos and low standards and will monkeywrench conversations and

corrective measures.

Corrupt administration:
Infiltration and maintenance of

upper administration by
psychopaths, thieves, offenders,

enablers who use cloak of
"nonprofit" and "education" to steal

money from school, students

Progressive corruption of
ethical and academic

standards; ethical
professionals are repulsed

Isolation of
corrupt upper
administrators
leads to "hall of
mirrors" effect

Upper administrators
pay themselves
"administrative

bonuses" for high
enrollment/retention
which is facilitated
by low academic

standards,
permissive cheating,
grade inflation, and
lies about quality of
program and career

opportunities

Nepotism: friends and
family are given

jobs/positions/travel in
exchange for agreeableness,

complicity, and silence

Personal
profiteering:

kickbacks from
university

infrastructure
expenses

"Board of Trustees"
carefully selected for
voluntary blindness
and acquiescence;

easily kept in the dark
about important issues;
when they hear and see
only positive news, they

reward upper admin
with jobs and bonuses

Admin-facilitated cheating
via breachable (online)
exams and systematic

computer-assisted grade
inflation by administrators

keeps students enrolled
despite problems and low
quality of instruction, eg
"Sure the program sucks

and the admin is corrupt, but
at least we are going to

graduate... That's all that
matters, right?"

Upper administration is
rewarded for corruption:
free international travel,
cash payments, bonuses

Abuse and elimination
"clear-cutting"

of knowledgeable
staff and faculty

(scorched earth policy)
leads to intimidation of

remaining faculty, a
"culture of silence and

submission" and erasure
of institutional memory

Knowledgeable faculty/students eliminated or blocked from
providing meaningful feedback about corruption.

On-campus full-time teachers are progressively eliminated;
part-time/online professors with short contracts ("adjunct

professors") keeps teachers vulnerable and disconnected,
which administrators call "efficient" and "cost-effective"

Upper administrators
become more

reckless and brazen
as they "succeed"
with lies, abuse,

paybacksAdministrators use
aggressive lawyers to
threaten faculty and

staff, pay nondisclosure
agreements with

termination to maintain
silence and institutional

amnesia

Top administrators "circle
the wagons" and defend

each other, so that despite
massive firings and

turnover of faculty and
staff, the people at the top

remain in power

Privatized pay-to-play regional accreditors
receive lies, fail to hire staff to perform due
diligence to maintain high profits, bonuses;
bury complaints in bureaucracy to maintain
"plausible deniability". Despite functioning as
tax-exempt "nonprofit organizations" they pay

themselves salaries of $200,000 to $400,000 per
year. Follow the money at guidestar.org

Lack of oversight and lack of accountability
plus the hiring of university insiders to

"self-regulate" creates conflicts of interest and
gives specific schools advantages and inside

information while other schools face regulatory
hardships and uphill battles costing time, money,
and opportunity (eg, years and millions of dollars)

US Department of Education
is under-funded/staffed but mostly

indifferent;; defers to regional accreditor
in a vicious cycle of evasion;

Department of Education refuses to
investigate "justice" crimes, and
Department of Justice refuses to

investigate "education" crimes

After program is accredited with
attractive lies, university diminishes
the requirements so that the program

is easier for students to pass and
easier for admin to maintain, eg,

"accredited diploma mill"
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